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Life Changing: How Humans are Altering Life on EarthBloomsbury Reference, 2020

	
		In this post-natural history guide, Helen Pilcher invites us to meet key species that have been sculpted by humanity.

	
		We are now living through the post-natural phase, where the fate of all living things is irrevocably intertwined with our own. We domesticated animals to suit our needs, and altered their...
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Roxio Easy Media Creator For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Your guide to Roxio’s fully integrated digital media toolbox
Capture video, pictures, and sound, edit photos, store data files, and burn CDs or DVDs     

What do you want to do with CDs and DVDs? Share home movies? Create a music library? Preserve your business records? Roxio’s Easy Media Creator can do it all and with this...
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Trends and Applications in Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining: PAKDD 2013 Workshops: DMApps, DANTH, QIMIE, BDM, CDA, CloudSD, Golden Coast, QLD, ... Papers (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings at PAKDD Workshops 2013, affiliated with the 17th Pacific-Asia Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (PAKDD) held in Gold Coast, Australia in April 2013.

	The 47 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 92 submissions. The workshops affiliated...
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The Rough Guide to San Francisco and Bay Area 8 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2008

	The Rough Guide to San Francisco & the Bay Area is the essential companion to discovering the colourful Californian city and its stunning surrounds. The full-colour introduction highlights the cosmopolitan streets of the Downtown area, the shimmering waters of San Francisco Bay and the rolling valleys of the wine country. There are full...
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Practical Optimization: Algorithms and Engineering ApplicationsSpringer, 2007
Practical Optimization: Algorithms and Engineering Applications provides a hands-on treatment of the subject of optimization. A comprehensive set of problems and exercises makes the book suitable for use in one or two semesters of a first-year graduate course or an advanced undergraduate course. Each half of the book contains a...
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Functional Verification of Programmable Embedded Architectures: A Top-Down ApproachSpringer, 2005
It is widely acknowledged that the cost of validation and testing comprises a significant
percentage of the overall development costs for electronic systems today,
and is expected to escalate sharply in the future. Many studies have shown that
up to 70% of the design development time and resources are spent on functional...
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Beginning POJOs: Lightweight Java Web Development Using Plain Old Java Objects in Spring, Hibernate, and TapestryApress, 2006
This book targets beginning to intermediate Java developers looking to build enterprise Web applications with the latest offerings from the open source Java community. In this book you’ll explore different approaches to building a Java Web application using a step-by-step approach.

Java’s history is a thorny and convoluted...
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Perspectives Of LHC PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), located at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, will be the world's largest and highest energy and highest intensity particle accelerator. Here is a timely book with several perspectives on the hoped-for discoveries from the LHC.
  This book provides an overview on the techniques that will be crucial for finding new...
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Systems Thinking, Third Edition: Managing Chaos and Complexity: A Platform for Designing Business ArchitectureMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	This is an unconventional book for an unconventional reader. It is intended
	for those professionals who, in addition to their specialized knowledge,
	would like to get a handle on life so they may put their special text into its
	proper context. It speaks to those thinkers and practitioners who have
	come to realize that learning to be...
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The Employer Bill of Rights: A Manager's Guide to Workplace LawApress, 2012

	Any employee can sue any employer at any time, and for just about any reason. There is no such thing as a bulletproof personnel decision. It’s no wonder businesses fear lawsuits from employees—they are costly in terms of time, money, and distraction.  


	But fear not. The Employer Bill of Rights: A...
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Making Isometric Social Real-Time Games with HTML5, CSS3, and JavascriptO'Reilly, 2011

	Addictive, frustrating. Fun, boring. Engaging, repetitive. Casual, demanding.


	These words may contradict each other, but they express the roller coaster of sentiments
	felt by real-time strategy games players like me. I remember spending countless hours
	playing brilliant games such as EA/Maxis’s SimCity and SimCity 2000,...
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DevOps for SharePoint: With Packer, Terraform, Ansible, and VagrantApress, 2018

	Deploy a SharePoint farm in a repeatable, predictable, and reliable fashion using Infrastructure as Code (IaC) techniques to automate provisioning. Savvy IT pros will learn how to use DevOps practices and open source tools to greatly reduce costs, and streamline management operations for SharePoint farms deployed via Amazon Web Services...
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